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TEE-BYD-DOUBLE-YOU-TEE-FIP 

 

In September  I spoke in London for the British Computer society. The subject 

was test design techniques. A rewarding but risky topic.  

 

Rewarding, because the subject is rich and discussions never seem to run to an 

end. How should we use the techniques, what are the differences between them, 

Are they a curse or a blessing?  Each tester has something to do with test design 

techniques and has his own ideas. Because of this it is also a dangerous subject. 

There are testers that take theory very seriously, and if you say something 

wrong during a presentation, references to the literature fly through the air.  

 

Personally, I think you need to know your techniques, but you should not be 

limited by the theory when it comes to applying them.  Use them, and do it to 

your advantage.  

If you ask me, you are allowed to break the rules. Using a bit of testing 

techniques? Anything goes! thus, al long as it benefits your goals. But, please do 

use them. 

 

In the presentation I referred to I discussed how to use the techniques most 

effectively. I introduced the following acronym: TBYDWTFIP (pronounce as: tee 

bid double you tee fip). Experienced testers will most probably recognize this 

acronym right away. It stands for “The bugs you do not want to find in 

production".  

 

Testing can be seen as an activity where we look for errors. But do we know 

where we need to focus our search?  I often think that we reason a lot from the 

specifications and forget to ask our users and operational managers what 

problems or errors they really hate to see surfacing whilst in production.  

 

Test techniques help us to look at the application in a specific way.  Each 

technique is specialized in finding a certain type of errors. With Boundary Value 

Analyses you will principally not find errors in the state transitions. With state 

testing you will principally not find errors in the input validation.  If we know 

what errors we definitely do not want to find in production, we know what to do. 

Find them before we go live! 

 

By choosing to apply design techniques that helps us finding these types of 

errors we will improve our chances of success. To do so it is  important to have 

an understanding of which errors can be found with which techniques.  To 

facilitate this, I presented three problems reports. I asked the audience to "Tell 

me what technique could have been used to find this error". Believe it or not, but 

questions like this make the room go quiet. Apparently the question is more 

difficult than I thought. Or was it coincidence? Below I show you the same 

problem reports. Do you know the answers? 
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If you know the answer, leave a comment behind or send me a mail 

derkjandegrood@valori.nl  I'm curious about the unity or diversity in the 

answers. Success!  
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Derk-Jan de Grood is thought leader at Valori.  He is known as a passionate 

speaker at many international conferences and published several successful 

books on software testing. He won the special recognition award on EXPO:QA 

2010 and is a member of  the EuroSTAR 2011 program board. 

 


